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Attention links sensing to recognition
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Abstract

This paper presents arguments that explicit strategies for visual attentional selection are important for cognitive vision systems, and shows that a

number of proposals currently exist for exactly how parts of this goal may be accomplished. A comprehensive survey of approaches to

computational attention is given. A key characteristic of virtually all the models surveyed here is that they receive significant inspiration from the

neurobiology and psychophysics of human and primate vision. This, although not necessarily a key component of mainstream computer vision,

seems very appropriate for cognitive vision systems given a definition of the topic that always includes the goal of human-like visual performance.

A particular model, the Selective Tuning model, is overviewed in some detail. The growing neurobiological and psychophysical evidence for its

biological plausibility is cited highlighting the fact that it has more biological support than other models; it is further claimed that it may form an

appropriate starting point for the difficult task of integrating attention into cognitive vision systems.
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1. Introduction

Regarding cognitive vision, it has been claimed that

‘The ultimate goal is to develop a general-purpose vision

system with the robustness and resilience of the human

visual system. In particular, cognitive computer vision is

concerned with integration and control of vision systems

using explicit but not necessarily symbolic models of

context, situation and goal-directed behaviour. Cognitive

vision implies functionalities for knowledge representation,

learning, reasoning about events and structures, recognition

and categorization, and goal specification, all of which are

concerned with the semantics of the relationship between

the visual agent and its environment.’ [1].

This paper discusses one small but critical slice of a

cognitive computer vision system, that of visual attention. This

presentation begins with a brief discussion on a definition for

attention followed by an enumeration of the different ways in

which attention should play a role in computer vision. A
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detailed review of current biologically motivated compu-

tational models of attention is then presented with the goal of

discovering what the key ingredients of attentional processing

may be and how the current state-of-the-art deals with them.

The Selective Tuning (ST) model [2,3] is then overviewed with

an emphasis on its components that are most relevant for

cognitive vision, namely the winner-take-all (WTA) proces-

sing, the use of distributed saliency and feature binding as a

link to recognition.
2. Towards a definition of attention

What is ‘attention’? Is there a computational justification for

attentive selection? The obvious answer that has been given

many times that the brain is not large enough to process all the

incoming stimuli, is hardly satisfactory [4]. This answer is not

quantitative and provides no constraints on what processing

system might be sufficient. Methods from computational

complexity theory have formally proved that purely data-

directed visual search in its most general form is an intractable

problem in any realization [5]. There, it is claimed that visual

search is ubiquitous in vision, and thus purely data-directed

visual processing is also intractable in general. Those analyses

provided important constraints on visual processing mechan-

isms and led to a specific (not necessarily unique or optimal)

solution for visual perception. One of those constraints

concerned the importance of attentive processing at all stages
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of analysis: the combinatorics of search are too large at each

stage of analysis otherwise. Attentive selection based on task

knowledge turns out to be a powerful heuristic to limit search

and make the overall problem tractable [6]. This conclusion

leads to the following view of attention: “attention is a set of

strategies that attempts to reduce the computational cost of the

search processes inherent in visual perception”. It thus plays a

role in all aspects of vision.

Many (the active/animate vision researchers) seem to claim

that attention and eye movements are one and the same;

certainly none of the biological scientists working on this

problem would agree. That one can attend to particular

locations in the visual field without eye movements has been

known since Helmholtz [7], but eye movements require visual

attention to precede them to their goal ([8] surveys relevant

experimental work). Both selection goals are needed corre-

sponding to overt and covert attentional fixations described in

the perception literature. Active vision, as it has been proposed

and used in computer vision, necessarily includes attention as a

sub-problem.
3. Attention in computer vision

What is it about attention that makes it one of the easiest

topics to neglect in computer vision? Look at the majority of

books on computer vision and one will not find attention even

mentioned. One surprising example is the book Active Vision

edited byAloimonos [9],where onewould expect attention to be

prominent. The index includes only one entry under the term

‘attention’. That entry points to a paper by Sandini et al. [10] that

tells us that the task of tracking, or active control of fixation,

requires as a first step the detection of the target or focus of

attention. How would one go about solving this? In [4], it was

shown that with no task knowledge and in a purely data-directed

manner, this sub-task of target detection is NP-Complete

making it appear as if these authors are attempting to solve a

problem that includes known intractable sub-problems. What

conclusions can be drawn from such proposals? Is the problem

thought to be irrelevant or is it somehow assumed away?

Those who build complete vision application systems

invoke attentional mechanisms because they must confront

and defeat the computational load in order to achieve the goal

of real-time processing (there are many examples, two of them

being [11,12]). But the mainstream of computer vision does not

give attentive processes, especially task-directed attention,

much consideration.

A spectrum of problems requiring attention has appeared

[13]: selection of objects, events, tasks relevant for domain,

selection of world model, selection of visual field, selection of

detailed sub-regions for analysis, selection of spatial and

feature dimensions of interest, selection of operating par-

ameters for low level operations. The following is a list of

common assumptions that reduce or eliminate the need for

attention made in the literature:

† fixed camera systems negate the need for selection of visual

field
† pre-segmentation eliminates the need to select a region of

interest

† ‘clean’ backgrounds ameliorate the segmentation problem

† assumptions about relevant features and the ranges of their

values reduce their search ranges

† knowledge of task domain negates the need to search a

stored set of all domains

† knowledge of which objects appear in scenes negates the

need to search a stored set of all objects

† knowledge of which events are of interest negates the need

to search a stored set of all events.

The point is that the extent of the search space is seriously

reduced before the visual processing takes place, and most

often even before the algorithms for solution are designed!

However, it is clear that in everyday vision, and certainly in

order to understand vision, these assumptions cannot be made.

More importantly, the need for attention is broader than simply

vision as the above list shows. It touches on the relevant aspects

of visual reasoning, recognition, and visual context.
4. Computational models of visual attention

Since the goal is to develop a general-purpose vision system

with human-like performance, it is instructive to consider what

those human characteristics might be. In the domain of

computational solutions for visual attention, this connection

has been fruitfully exploited for some time. This section will

explore the characteristics of human visual attention perform-

ance and describe howmodelling efforts to date have attempted

to realize that performance, with an emphasis on neural models

that attempt to explain the system-level behaviour starting from

the response properties of visual neurons.
4.1. Key ingredients

Even a summary review of the relevant literature shows that

visual attention is a very broad and fragmented field of study.

To account for the wealth of experimental data in a single

model is not an easy task, and as such, it is probably not

surprising that most models of visual attention focus on

explaining particular aspects of this complex phenomenon. To

be in a better position to compare the various models and trace

their evolution, we will start by listing the issues driving both

experimental research and the development of theories and

models.

A theory of attention must be able to explain salience, pop

out, visual search asymmetries, and a series of other

phenomena usually termed ‘pre-attentive’. While some authors

do not consider these to be components of attention per se, but

a mere side effect of pre-processing steps, the mechanisms

involved are very likely either shared or at the very least

intimately related. Some theories actually claim that the same

mechanism is responsible for both salience and attentional

selection, usually taking the route of eliminating the

centralized representation of saliency (the ‘saliency map’),
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and rely on the competitive dynamics of the system for

attentional selection (e.g. [2,14]).

Several forms of top-down information are identified in the

literature. Explicit information can take the form of verbal

instructions or image cues. Implicit information is based on

previously viewed stimuli. The latter can take the form of

‘priming of pop-out’ [15] when subjects respond faster to a

feature if recent targets have been the same feature, or

‘contextual cueing’ [16] when subjects learn that the target is

more likely to appear at a particular location, even if they are

not explicitly aware of this. These and other related issues are

discussed in detail by Wolfe [17]. Since experimental evidence

shows that high-level information influences attentional

deployment, theories of attention must be able to explain the

mechanisms of this top-down modulation. There are a number

of components to this, from describing the neural mechanisms

involved in the modulation and how they interact with the

bottom-up processes, to visual object representations and how

objects are selected as the subject of attention.

Another important component of a unified theory of

attention is attentional selection, i.e. what kinds of stimuli

can be attended, and what exactly does it mean that a particular

stimulus is selected by attention? These are very broad

question, touching on issues such as attending to locations

vs. objects vs. features, and the size and shape of the attentional

field. Attentional selection is ultimately the interface between

perception and consciousness [18], and relatively little is

known with any degree of certainty about this interface.

Closely related to this is the issue of attentional control, i.e.

how are shifts of attention controlled and where do the control

signals come from [19]. The reverse of selection needs to be

explained, i.e. what happens to stimuli that are not attended?

Experimental evidence shows that unattended stimuli can

influence behaviour [20], but in general, the processing of

unattended stimuli is either incomplete, or incorrectly bound

[21–23]. What goes wrong when attention is not present can

provide us with very important clues about the role of attention

in perception.

After a stimulus has been selected as focus of attention,

important questions are how can its reselection be prevented,

and under what conditions does reselection occur? As with any

other topic in visual attention, opinions are divided, the

classical view requiring a mechanism of inhibition of return

(IOR) [24] while a controversial study [25] suggests that

memory plays only a marginal role in visual search. Most

theories and models deal with covert attention, i.e. focusing

without eye movements, but in day to day life overt attention,

i.e. eye movements that foveate stimuli of interest, dominate,

and this adds another layer of complexity to the issue of IOR.

Various studies seem to indicate that overt and covert attention

are closely related and that the same neuronal structures are

involved (e.g. [26]). At least two aspects of this dichotomy

need to be addressed: what are the similarities and differences

between the two, and in the case of overt shifts of attention,

what are the IOR mechanisms that compensate for the saccadic

shifts in the retinal images.
Last but not least, what are the implications of attentional

selection from an object recognition point of view. Exper-

imental results suggest that attentional load influences our

ability to make perceptual judgments differentially, depending

on the kinds of stimuli presented [27–29], but the mechanisms

at work are far from clear.

All this has to be done accounting for results at all levels,

from neurophysiology to behaviour and cognitive science.

4.2. Saliency

Many computational models of visual attention use saliency

maps (initially proposed by Koch and Ullman [30]), in some

form or another, as a two-dimensional scalar map of values

representing the visual saliency of the corresponding location,

irrespective of the particular stimulus information that makes

the location salient. With this hypothesis, focusing attention to

the most salient location is reduced to simply selecting the

highest activity in the saliency map.

The visual attention model of Itti et al. [31] is inspired by the

local centre-surround competition mechanisms that account for

the non-classical receptive field properties of neurons in the

primary visual cortex. An iterative filtering and half-wave

rectification scheme similar to a winner-take-all mechanism

limits the total number of active sites within each feature map,

and these are summed up to produce the saliency map on which

a WTA makes the final selection.

One of the problems encountered by computational models

that use saliency maps is that they translate physical properties

of the stimulus such as luminance, colour, size, onset, etc. into

saliency values. Since the various stimulus dimensions have

very different characteristics, combining them is a non-trivial

problem. The four main approaches presented in the literature

are reviewed in [32]: simple normalized summation, linear

combination with learned weights, global non-linear normal-

ization followed by summation, and local non-linear compe-

tition between salient locations. The study concludes that the

best overall results can be obtained by the last two methods,

which happen to be simplified versions of what is thought to be

biological within-feature spatial competition for saliency.

Draper’s critical evaluation of the Itti et al. model starts

from the assumption (questionable from a biological perspec-

tive) that attention is simply a front-end for object recognition

[33]. If this is the case, the authors conclude that the attentional

system must have similar behaviour when faced with

transformations of the input, i.e. it must be insensitive to

affine transformations of the stimuli in the image. Their

analysis finds the model to be lacking, and propose a fairly

simple and intuitive solution: instead of a single master

saliency map, they use one saliency map for every scale, with

global competition that ensures that the system as a whole is

insensitive to scaling, rotation and translation of stimuli in the

input image (similar to [34]).

The models presented above all use low-level features in the

process of building the saliency map. A different approach is

taken by Lee et al. [35] with very impressive results, but at the

expense of generality. Their Interactive Spiking Neural
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Network (ISNN) is geared specifically at finding human faces,

and in order to accomplish this they use domain-specific

intermediate-level features such as ellipses, aspect-ratio and

symmetry, in combination with skin-colour detection. These

intermediate level features are combined into a saliency map

using binary set operations, each possible combination of

features being given a weight through an original learning

algorithm. Another interesting aspect of this model is the fact

that it does not employ a hierarchical processing scheme, this

being a saliency map model in its purest form.

The search for a neural correlate to the concept of a saliency

map has led to much interesting experimental work each

providing evidence for one or another particular location

(superior colliculus [36–38]; LGN [39,40]; V1 [41]; V1 and V2

[42]; pulvinar [43–45]; FEF [46]; parietal [47]). In each of

these, the correlate is found by locating maxima of response

within a neural population that corresponds to the attended

location. This seems to point towards saliency as a distributed

computation, and like attention itself, evidence reflecting those

computations can be found in many, if not all, neural

populations, a point of view taken by a number of models.

In the solution presented in the Selective Tuning model [2],

the highest level of the processing hierarchy acts in essence as a

very low-resolution saliency map, and it is the attentive

mechanism that provides the localization of the attended

stimulus through feedback connections that activate pyramids

of Q-winner-take-all1 competitions. These competitions refine

the very coarse initial representation of the attended stimulus,

while at the same time pruning connections that interfere with

representation of the selected area. A logical consequence of

this approach is that each level acts in effect as a saliency map

for the features it represents, and thus selection does not need to

happen only at the highest level of the pyramid, attention can

be directed to any feature that is represented at any level of the

feature pyramid.

The Neurodynamical Model [48] implicitly codes saliency

as a distribution of modulation across the feature maps. Feature

maps relevant for the task are enhanced and/or distracters are

inhibited, the dynamics of the network producing winners

without the need for explicit representation of salience. This

model is split along the temporal/dorsal divide, with the

temporal pathway implementing invariant object recognition

and the dorsal pathway representing space. The dorsal pathway

represents a biasing map with a dual role. In spatial selection

mode, a location in this map is selected, and this selection is

used to bias the competition in V1 in favour of features located

in the corresponding position, features that will be processed

first by the object recognition subsystem. In object recognition

mode, once a set of features emerges as winner of the

distributed competition, the corresponding area in the dorsal

pathway is selected, again biasing processing in favour of that

spatial location. This biasing map is further used in modelling

the symptoms of neglect by introducing a bias gradient in the
1 Our terminology. InQ-winner-take-all, units only compete if they differ by

more than a threshold Q.
representation of space, with the various manifestation of the

disease associated with different gradient profiles.

4.3. Top-down influences

Many researchers have included top-down influence in their

models, here we will review a few characteristic approaches.

Two general trends have emerged: in saliency map based

models, the top-down influences act directly on the saliency

map, making it more likely that targets within certain spatial

areas will be selected, while in models based on distributed

competition, the competition itself is biased in favour of task

relevant stimuli. It is important to note that the two approaches

are not incompatible.

Designed specifically as a word recognition system,

MORSEL [49] integrates top-down influences in a task-

specific fashion. The top-down component of the attentional

mechanism moves the focus of attention based on specific

information such as static target expectations or dynamic

scanning patterns for reading.

As seen above, in the Selective Tuning model [2], due the

fact that the model makes a clear distinction between saliency

and localization, top-down influences can be integrated in a

simple and natural fashion. The authors demonstrate the power

of this approach by implementing external biases for or against

spatial regions and/or feature maps. Unfortunately, the very

simplistic processing pyramid and model neurons used in this

first implementation do not allow a comparison between the

performance of the model and that of primates, which is the

ultimate test for any model of the kind reviewed here. Only

scan paths, i.e. qualitative evaluations of the system’s

performance, are presented, and not reaction times in search

tasks.

A model aimed specifically at the aspect of learning top-

down influences [50] uses a back-propagation network that

receives task-dependent input and controls the flow of

information from the low-level feature maps to the saliency

(or ‘priority’) map. The network is trained to enhance the

relevant and suppress the irrelevant information for the current

task. As shown by [32], this approach can have good results in

dealing with specific problems at the expense of generality.

In the Neurodynamical Model of visual attention [48], a

sequence of parallel ‘where’ and ‘what’ pathways that operate

at different spatial resolutions and speeds is presented. The

whole system acts as a hierarchical predictor, where the low-

resolution analysis determines areas of interest that are

investigated in a serial fashion at increasingly higher

resolutions, under the guidance of the attentional system.

A number of modellers have decided to either ignore all the

other issues or rely purely on mathematical models or on

existing models of attentional selection and focus exclusively

on the issue of top-down control.

One clear example of this approach is Oliva et al. [51],

which is a spin-off from previous work by the same researchers

on rapid scene categorization (e.g. [52]), which in turn follows

the pioneering work of Biederman [53]. The key point of this

previous research has been to demonstrate that low-resolution
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information is sufficient to categorize a scene, and that this is

done very quickly in the brain. The model uses this information

to bias or cue a saliency map, and the resulting system is shown

to demonstrate very human-like sequences of fixations in

natural scenes. While it is questionable that this type of cueing

constitutes ‘top-down’ influences, the approach has significant

merit, as it and [48] are the first models to explicitly take into

account the fact that information is processed at different

speeds, and to suggest potential ways in which this

phenomenon could be used to influence behaviour.

A similar approach is taken by Lee et al. [35], but,

significantly, in this model the quick and dirty processing is

combined with true top-down influences, presented to the

system in terms of instructions of the form ‘near red’ or ‘above

blue’. This is an approach somewhat reminiscent of the concept

of ‘indirect search’, introduced and analysed formally by

Wixson [54].
4.4. Attentional selection and filtering

Experimental results show that primates can attend to

locations, objects or features in the visual field, and within each

category, the actual shape and extent of the attentional focus is

subject to experimental manipulation.

Most computational models of visual attention include some

form of spatial attention, but the shape and size of the attended

location and any limitations in this respect are not explicitly

addressed in a rigorous fashion. The Itti et al. model [31] seems

to assume that attention is a circular ‘spotlight’ of fixed size

that just indicates the general area of interest. Approaches that

rely on the dynamics of the neural networks for selection, such

as [2,55,56], do not make any assumptions about the shape,

size or even number of attended areas. While the models do not

make any such assumptions, some contiguity criteria are

introduced in the implementation of the systems, mainly in the

form ofQ-winner-take-all competitions with proximity biases.

In general, it is difficult for modellers to approach the issue

of the fate of objects selected (or not selected) by attention

since little is known about the high level cortical mechanisms

that use the information generated by the object recognition

systems of the brain, touching on notions that have so far

eluded our understanding, such as consciousness and

awareness.

The fate of items not selected by attention is generally not

discussed explicitly by modellers, with the notable exception of

ST [57]. The fundamental theoretical assumption behind ST is

that the role of attention is to eliminate the interference

between the stimuli that fall within the receptive fields of

neurons, especially at high levels of the visual hierarchy where

these can cover large portions of the visual field. The

competition between stimuli occurs in all the levels of the

hierarchy, guided by top-down influences that in effect bias the

competition in favour of the stimuli that are part of (or

consistent with) the winning object at the top of the hierarchy.

This means that stimuli close to the focus of attention will be

inhibited strongly, while stimuli outside this area of inhibition
will pass unaltered. This prediction of the model has received

significant experimental support [58–71].

Attentional control has not been the focus of intense

modelling research, in many cases taking the form of

unspecified external mechanisms, e.g. in the Neocognitron

system [72] external switch signals disengage attention and

allow it to focus on the next target. In some models, the time

course of the attentional process is determined by the

competitive dynamics of the system [2,55,56]. For example,

in the Selective Tuning model [2] the WTA processes generate

‘gating control signals’ responsible for propagating the

competition in the appropriate sequence and for determining

the duration of one attentional fixation.

Rybak et al. [73] present a model that is centred around the

notion of attentional control. In their system, objects are

internally represented as sequences of fixations and associated

percepts, and a ‘behavioural programme’ selects fixation

targets based on hypotheses about the interpretation of the

current field of view.

4.5. Inhibition of return, covert and overt attention

While many models of visual attention include demon-

strations of inhibition of return (IOR) and overt attention, they

are in general based on engineering solutions that have little if

anything to do with the way the brain accomplishes this

complex task. The fact that biologically plausible implemen-

tations are not readily available is a reflection of the fact that

little is known about the underlying neural mechanisms and

representations involved, rather than a weakness of the models.

The experimental evidence for the neural mechanisms

involved in IOR is reviewed by Klein [24].

The main reason as to why IOR is almost religiously

included in all models is that any system that uses a winner-

take-all scheme for selection must have a method for removing

the winner from consideration or else the algorithms are stuck

and will not find the second strongest and so on. But there is no

evidence for the same rationale in the brain. The second reason

for IOR, in brain or computer systems, is as a mechanism for

adjusting priorities of selection.

For IOR in covert attention, two types of solutions have

been presented in the literature. Many models either inhibit the

selected locations (e.g. in the saliency map [31]) or inhibit the

whole neural pathway corresponding to the selected stimulus

[2]. In some cases, the inhibition decays in time, allowing for

the locations to be reselected after a while. The second

approach, exemplified by the Neocognitron system [72], is to

simulate neural fatigue that prevents previously selected

neurons from becoming active.

Of course, these simple approaches are not sufficient in

active vision systems or in systems that attend to moving

targets, where the attended feature’s location changes in time.

These cases require higher-level representations of objects and

events, representations of the spatio-temporal world in which

the visual stimuli appear, mappings from retinal to world-based

coordinate systems, and some form of short-term spatial

memory. Without these, oscillatory fixations will naturally
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occur. One example of an attempt to solve this is by Backer and

Mertsching [74] who propose a short-term, limited capacity

memory of object files. Inhibition of return is implicit, and

follows from the fact that object files are assigned priorities

based on the time when they were last selected. A review of the

issues of coordinate transforms and/or dynamic remapping can

be found in [75].
4.6. Attention and recognition

Many modelling efforts separate attention and recognition,

and even today, some researchers persist in this approach, e.g.

[33] declares that the purpose of a model of visual attention is

to be ‘the front end to an appearance based object recognition

system’.

A clear example of this approach is the Shifter Circuits model

[76,77], a model that basically consists of a set of control neurons

that dynamically route information from awindowon the input to

higher areas. Once an area of the input image has been selected, it

is presented to an associative recognition network after being

transformed to a canonical pose. A similar approach is taken by

the SCAN model [78] and by the Selective Attention for

Identification Model (SAIM) [79].

MORSEL [49] integrates attentional selection into an object

recognition network (in particular, stylised printed words), thus

achieving the goal of multi-object processing. The retinal input

is processed by a recognition network (called BLIRNET) that

maps the raw stimuli to representations of words and letters.

With several words in the input image, a simple word

recognition system will sometimes incorrectly combine letters

to form words that are not present (similar to the ‘letter

migration’ phenomenon observed in perceptual studies [80]).

The addition of a separate attentional module is able to

overcome this problem. Two distinct attentional selection

mechanisms are presented: a late selection component (a ‘pull-

out net’) and an early selection component (the ‘attentional

mechanism’). The late-selection mechanism acts on the outputs

of the recognition network. The attentional mechanism builds a

spotlight by combining bottom-up information, biasing

selection towards locations that contain input, and top-down

task specific information such as static target expectations or

dynamic scanning patterns for reading. Note that the selection

is not binary, and even non-attended locations get a certain

degree of processing.

Another approach that separates attention from object

recognition is presented by Walther et al. [81]. In this case,

the saliency-based attentional system of Itti et al. [31] operates

in parallel to the hierarchical recognition system of Riesenhu-

ber and Poggio [82], and the result of the WTA competition on

the saliency map is used as a modulation mask in the layers that

represent features of intermediate complexity in the recog-

nition hierarchy. The system seems to work well for simple,

paper-clip type objects, but because saliency based on simple

features is used in segmentation, in natural images where

objects are not uniform in their most salient feature, the system

has limitations.
The diametrically opposite approach is the total integration

of attention and object recognition, a solution pioneered by

Fukushima’s Neocognitron system [72]. While the Neocogni-

tron pattern recognition architecture has undergone significant

evolution, the form under which attention has been integrated

is based on a hierarchical pyramid of simple and complex cells

that are trained through unsupervised learning. The last layer of

the system, the recognition layer, projects feedback towards the

lower layer of the system. Since the feedback signals are gated

by the feed-forward pathway, they follow the same route as the

feed-forward signals. If a feature is missing, the feedback is

blocked, which causes a lowering of the detection threshold in

the feed-forward pass, so as to detect even attenuated traces of

the input, and the feedback signal continues. This process is

repeated until a perfect output is found, the system working in

effect as an associative memory. To ensure that only one output

is active at any given time, the output layer has lateral

inhibitory connections.

Two different schemes of integrated attention and object

recognition are investigated in the context of the Neurodyna-

mical model. The first one, presented in [48] has been

discussed in Section 4.3. In [56], attention is implemented

through local competition biased by top-down connections,

while object recognition is implemented in the feed-forward

connections that are trained through Hebbian learning. Parallel

and somewhat similar structures for invariant object recog-

nition and spatial location are presented, and this allows for a

similar treatment of both spatial and object-based top-down

influences, manifested by the biasing of the appropriate top-

level representations, biases that travel through the network to

simulate visual search and object recognition.

Rybak et al. [73] present an object recognition system based

on trans-saccadic integration. At each fixation, a local weak

classifier is extracted in the form of groups of edges

represented in a local coordinate system, and a hypothesis is

generated about the identity of the viewed object. This

hypothesis is then used by a ‘behaviour programme’ to

generate saccades, and the new views used to validate the

hypothesis.

Tsotsos et al. [55] presents an extension of the Selective

Tuning model [2] that is able to recognize and localize basic

motion patterns in natural image sequences. In this system,

high-level motion patterns such as translation, rotation, spiral

motion, shear are built up from low level optic flow

information and intermediate level motion gradients. Attention

selects a winning high-level pattern, and the Selective Tuning

feedback process refines its representation and localizes the

pattern in the input image sequence.

5. The selective tuning model of visual attention

This section will focus on one particular model, the

Selective Tuning (ST) model, providing more detail as well

as highlighting how it deals with the issues discussed in the

previous chapter. To begin with, and in contrast to any of the

other models, ST features a theoretical foundation of provable

properties based on the theory of computational complexity
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[4–6,13]. The ‘first principles’ arise because vision is

formulated as a search problem (given a specific input, what

is the subset of neurons that best represent the content of the

image?) and complexity theory is concerned with the cost of

achieving solutions to such problems. This foundation suggests

a specific biologically plausible architecture as well as its

processing stages as will be briefly described in this article (a

more detailed account can be found in [2,6]).
5.1. The model

The visual processing architecture is pyramidal in structure

with units within this network receiving both feed-forward and

feedback connections. When a stimulus is presented to the

input layer of the pyramid, it activates in a feed-forward

manner all of the units within the pyramid with receptive fields

(RFs) mapping to the stimulus location; the result is a diverging

cone of activity within the processing pyramid. It is assumed

that response strength of units in the network is a measure of

goodness-of-match of the stimulus within the receptive field to

the model that determines the selectivity of that unit.

Selection relies on a hierarchy of winner-take-all processes.

WTA is a parallel algorithm for finding the maximum value in

a set. First, a WTA process operates across the entire visual

field at the top layer where it computes the global winner, i.e.

the units with largest response. The fact that the first

competition is a global one is critical to the method because

otherwise no proof could be provided of its convergence
Fig. 1. Attentional beam. This shows the rationale for supp
properties. The WTA can accept guidance to favour areas or

stimulus qualities if that guidance is available but operates

independently otherwise. The search process then proceeds to

the lower levels by activating a hierarchy of WTA processes.

The global winner activates a WTA that operates only over its

direct inputs to select the strongest responding region within its

receptive field. Next, all of the connections in the visual

pyramid that do not contribute to the winner are pruned

(inhibited). The top layer is not inhibited by this mechanism.

However, as a result, the input to the higher-level unit changes

and thus its output changes. This refinement of unit responses is

an important consequence because one of the important goals

of attention is to reduce or eliminate signal interference [6]. By

the end of this refinement process, the output of the attended

units at the top layer will be the same as if the attended stimulus

appeared on a blank field. This strategy of finding the winners

within successively smaller receptive fields, layer by layer, in

the pyramid and then pruning away irrelevant connections

through inhibition is applied recursively through the pyramid.

The end result is that from a globally strongest response, the

cause of that largest response is localized in the sensory field at

the earliest levels. The paths remaining may be considered the

pass zone of the attended stimulus while the pruned paths form

the inhibitory zone of an attentional beam. The WTA does not

violate biological connectivity or relative timing constraints.

Fig. 1 gives a pictorial representation of this attentional beam.

An executive controller is responsible for implementing the

following sequence of operations for visual search tasks:
ression around attended items that is a feature of ST.
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1. Acquire target as appropriate for the task, store in working

memory

2. Apply top-down biases, inhibiting units that compute task

irrelevant quantities

3. ‘See’ the stimulus, activating feature pyramids in a feed-

forward manner

4. Activate top-down WTA process at top layers of feature

pyramids

5. Implement a layer-by-layer top-down search through the

hierarchical WTA based on the winners in the top layer

6. After completion, permit time for refined stimulus

computation to complete a second feed-forward pass.

Note that this feed-forward refinement does not begin

with the completion of the lowermost WTA process; rather,

it occurs simultaneously with completing WTA processes

(step 5) as they proceed downwards in the hierarchy. On

completion of the lowermost WTA, some additional time is

required for the completion of the feed-forward refinement.

7. Extract output of top layers and place in working memory

for task verification

8. Inhibit pass zone connections to permit next most salient

item to be processed

9. Cycle through steps 4–8 as many times as required to

satisfy the task.

This multi-pass process may seem to not reflect the reality

of biological processes that seem very fast. However, it is not

claimed that all of these steps are needed for all tasks. Several

different levels of tasks may be distinguished [83], defined as:

Detection is a particular item present in the stimulus,

yes or no?

Localization detection plus accurate location;

Recognition localization plus accurate description of

stimulus;

nderstanding recognition plus role of stimulus in the

context of the scene.

The executive controller is responsible for the choice of task

based on instruction. If detection is the task, then the winner

after step 4, if it matches the target, will suffice and the

remaining steps are not needed. Thus, simple detection in this

framework requires only a single feed-forward pass. If a

localization task is required, then all steps up to 7 are required

because, as argued below, the top-down WTA is needed to

isolate the stimulus and remove the signal interference from

nearby stimuli. This clearly takes more time to accomplish. If

recognition is the task, then all steps, and perhaps several

iterations of the procedure, are needed in order to provide a

complete description. The understanding task has similar

requirements, although this is not quite within the scope of the

model at this point.
5.2. Top-down selection

Selective Tuning features a top-down selection mechanism

based on a coarse-to-fine WTA hierarchy. Why is a purely
feed-forward strategy not sufficient? There seems to be no

disagreement on the need for top-down mechanisms if

task/domain knowledge is considered, although few non-trivial

schemes seem to exist. Biological evidence, as well as

complexity arguments, suggests that the visual architecture

consists of a multi-layer hierarchy with pyramidal abstraction.

One task of selective attention is to find the value, location and

extent of the most ‘salient’ image subset within this

architecture. A purely feed-forward scheme operating on

such a pyramid with:

1. fixed size receptive fields with no overlap, is able to find the

largest single input with local WTA computations for each

receptive field but location is lost and extent cannot be

considered

2. fixed size overlapping receptive fields, suffers from the

spreading winners problem, and although the largest input

value can be found, the signal is blurred across the output

layer, location is lost and extent is ambiguous

3. all possible RF sizes in each layer, becomes intractable due

to combinatorics.

While Case 1 might be useful for certain computer vision

detection tasks, it cannot be considered as a reasonable

proposal for biological vision because it fails to localize

targets. Case 3 is not plausible as it is intractable. Case 2

reflects a biologically realistic architecture, yet fails at the task

of localizing a target. Given this reality, a purely feed-forward

scheme is insufficient to describe biological vision. Only a top-

down strategy can successfully determine the location and

extent of a selected stimulus in such a biologically realistic

architecture.
5.3. WTA and saliency

The Winner-Take-All scheme within ST is defined as an

iterative process that can be realized in a biologically plausible

manner insofar as time to convergence and connectivity

requirements are concerned. The basis for its distinguishing

characteristic comes from the fact that it implicitly creates a

partitioning of the set of unit responses into bins of width

determined by a task-specific parameter, Q. The partitioning

arises because inhibition between units is not based on the

value of a single unit but rather on the absolute value of the

difference between pairs of unit values. Further, this WTA

process is not restricted to converging to single points as all

other formulations. The winning bin of the partition is claimed

to include the strongest responding contiguous units in the

image (this is formally proved in [2]).

A second phase of competition depends linearly on the

topographical distance between units, i.e. the features they

represent. The larger the distance between units is, the greater the

inhibition. This strategy will find the largest, most spatially

contiguous subset within the winning bin. A spatially large and

contiguous region will inhibit a contiguous region of similar

response strengths but of smaller spatial extent because more

units from the large region apply inhibition to the smaller region
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than inhibit the larger region from the smaller one. At the top

layer, this is a global competition; at lower layers, it only takes

place within receptive fields. In this way, the process does not

require implausible connectivity lengths. For efficiency reasons,

this is currently only implemented for the units in thewinning bin.

With respect to the weighted sums computed, in practice the

weights depend strongly on the types of computations the units

represent. There may also be a task-specific component included

in the weights. Finally, a rectifier is needed for the whole

operation to ensure that no unit values go below zero. The

iterative update continues until there is only one bin of positive

response values remaining and all other bins contain units whose

values have fallen below Q. Note that even the winning bin of

positive values must be of a value greater than some threshold in

order to eliminate false detections due to noise.

It is not assumed that there is a single top-level

representation for the WTA process. As a result, there is no
Fig. 2. ST full hierarchy. The full visual processing hierarchy on which ST operates is

7a. Several other components have been demonstrated previously while others are
single saliency map in this model as there is in most other

models. Indeed, there is no single WTA process necessarily,

but several simultaneous WTA threads. Saliency is a dynamic,

local, distributed and task-specific determination and one that

may differ even between processing layers as required.

Although it is known that feature combinations of high

complexity do exist in the higher levels of cortex, the above

does not assume that all possible combinations must exist.

Features are encoded separately in a pre-defined set of maps

and the relationships of competition or cooperation among

them provide the potential for combinations. This flexibility

allows for a solution (at least in part) to the binding issues that

arise for this domain.

The model has been implemented and tested in several

labs applying it to goal computer vision and robotics tasks.

The current model structure is shown in Fig. 2. The

executive controller and working memory, the motion
depicted. This paper focuses on the motion pathway—areas V1, MT, MST, and

current research topics.
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pathway (V1, MT, MST, 7a), the peripheral target area PO,

the gaze WTA and gaze controller have all been

implemented and examples of performance can be found

in [2,3,34,55,84].

5.4. Feature binding

A major contribution of ST is its method of grouping

features, demonstrated within a complex motion hierarchy

[3,55], known as the binding problem in computational

neuroscience [21]. It is not claimed that the particular strategy

has sufficient generality to solve all possible issues within the

binding problem; however, it seems to solve the limited cases

that occur in image sequences of simple motion patterns. As

such, it is the first instance of such a solution and further work

will investigate its generality.

FollowingRoskies [21], ‘the canonical example of binding is

the one suggested by Rosenblatt [.] in which one sort of visual

feature, such as an object’s shape, must be correctly associated

with another feature, such as its location, to provide a unified

representation of that object.’ Such explicit association

(‘binding’) is particularly important when more than one visual

object is present, in order to avoid incorrect combinations of

features belonging to different objects, otherwise known as

‘illusory conjunctions’ [85]. Several other examples of the

varieties of binding problems in the literature appear in Neuron

24(1) (1999). At least some authors [86,87] suggest that

specialized neurons that code feature combinations (introduced

as cardinal cells by Barlow [88]) may assist in binding. The ST

solution does indeed include such cells; however, they do not

suffice on their own as will be described because they alone

cannot solve the localization problem.

Using the classical view of the binding problem, it is

straightforward to show that for a purely data-directed strategy,

the problem of finding the subsets of each feature map that

correspond to the parts of an object has exponential complexity

(it is an instance of the NP-Complete visual matching problem

[5]). In simple detection problems, the complexity is manage-

able by simple strategies because there are not too many

choices and the task is simply detection of a target. However, in

the general case, a top-down attentional selection mechanism is

needed to reduce the complexity of the search problem. It is for

this reason that attention constitutes the link between sensing

and recognition.

The use of localized saliency and WTA decision processes

is precisely what the binding problem requires: neurons in

different representations that respond to different features and

in different locations are selected together, the selection being

in location and in feature space, and are thus bound together via

the ‘pass’ zone(s) of the attention mechanism. Even if there is

no single neuron at the top of the pyramid that represents the

concept, the WTA allows for multiple threads bound through

location, as shown earlier.

Part of the difficulty facing research on binding is the

confusion over definitions and the wide variety of tasks

included in binding discussions. For example, in Feature

Integration Theory (FIT) [89], location is a feature because FIT
assumes location is faithfully represented in a master map of

locations. But this cannot be true; location precision changes

layer to layer in any pyramid representation. In the cortex, it is

not accurate in a Euclidean sense almost anywhere, although

the topography is qualitatively preserved [90]. The wiring

pattern matters in order to get the right image bits to the right

neurons. Thus, binding needs to occur layer to layer and is not

simply a problem for high-level consideration. Features from

different representations with different location coding proper-

ties converge onto single cells and this seems to necessitate an

active search process.

The key point in ST’s approach to binding is that location is

not a feature, rather, it is the anchor that permits features to be

bound together. Here, location is defined broadly and

differently in each area of the visual hierarchy and in practice

is considered to be local within a visual area—e.g. an array of

hypercolumns, each with its own local coordinates. If a

grouping of features is not coincident by location, it can only be

considered as a unitary group if they converge onto units

representing the group, and features that compose a group may

be in different locations and represented in different visual

areas as long as this convergence criterion is met. If a group is

attended, then theWTA described earlier will find and attend to

each of its parts regardless of their location or feature map

representation. It is the WTA mechanism, guided by task

information that decides which groups of features are

compatible with each other and with the selected represen-

tation, and eliminate the incompatible ones [3].

This strategy is sufficient to handle complex recognition

task such as multiple patterns and overlapping objects (see [3]

for examples). As such, it is a solution to the aspect of binding

that attends to groups and finds parts of groups.

6. Discussion

The preceding sections have presented arguments that

explicit strategies for visual attentional selection are important

for cognitive vision systems, and have moreover shown that a

number of proposals currently exist for exactly how parts of

this goal may be accomplished. A key characteristic of

virtually all the models surveyed above is that they receive

significant inspiration from the neurobiology and psycho-

physics of human and primate vision. This, although not

necessarily a key component of mainstream computer vision,

seems very appropriate for cognitive vision systems given the

definition of the topic given in Section 1.

In this review, we have discussed the fact that attention is

not a unitary concept, but a series of related phenomena, and

we have identified and classified the main questions that a

unified theory of attention needs to answer. Within this

framework, we analysed current biologically plausible com-

putational models of visual attention, identifying historic

trends and major open questions. Our own research in the

context of the Selective Tuning model was discussed,

highlighting recent results.

The true test of any theory or model lies in its ability to

generate verifiable predictions, and ST is one model where a
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number of predictions, most first presented in 1990, have

received significant support:

† An early prediction [6] was that attention seems necessary

at any level of processing where a many-to-one mapping of

neurons was found. Further, attention occurs in all the areas

in concert. The prediction was made at a time when good

evidence for attentional modulation was known for area V4

only [91]. Since then, attentional modulation has been

found in many other areas both earlier and later in the visual

processing stream, and that it occurs in these areas

simultaneously [92]. Evidence cited by Britten [93] who

reached the conclusion that ‘attention is everywhere’, save

for the Moran and Desimone work, was all post-1990.

Vanduffel et al. [71] and O’Connor et al. [94] have shown

that attentional modulation appears at early as the LGN.

† Another early prediction of ST is that attentional

modulation in higher areas precedes that in V1, prediction

supported (at least in the ventral pathway) by Mehta et al.

[95]. In general, the model claims that the latency of

attentional modulations decreases from lower to higher

visual areas.

† The notions of competition and of attentional inhibition

were also early components of the model [6] and this too

has gained evidence over the years [14,92,96].

† The model has always included an inhibitory surround

component [6]. This implies that perception may be

negatively affected in the vicinity of the attended stimulus.

This too has gained support [58–71].

† The model also explains how so-called pre-attentive vision

is only a special case of attentive processes [6]; no separate

pre-attentive process operates independently of attention, a

view Joseph et al. [27] seem to be suggesting too.

How can an attentional selection system be integrated into a

cognitive computer vision system? It is certainly true that most

if not all such systems have some early vision processing

stages. These models, particularly ST, provide a skeleton

within which one can include layers of early vision filters and

organize them into meaningful hierarchies. It is also true that

somewhere in the processing stages, the need to segment an

image into regions or events is important. ST’s selection

strategy may assist with this. If a target object is specified in

advance, ST can be shown this in advance, that particular

image can be processed and then stored in working memory,

and used to guide visual search.

It is clear that ST can provide selection of visual field,

selection of detailed sub-regions for analysis, selection of

spatial and feature dimensions of interest, and selection of

parameters for low-level operations. It cannot, nor can any

other of the models surveyed above, select relevant objects or

events from a knowledge base with respect to a particular task,

select tasks relevant for a domain, select the world model

appropriate for solving the current task, and so on. In other

words, the machinery described seems appropriate for early

and intermediate levels of visual processing but has not yet

advanced to stage to be as useful for higher levels of visual
processing or for the task levels of processing. These must

remain topics for future research.
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